
A. Applicability

This rule shall apply to any person who owns, operates, or uses any solvent cleaning machine or performs any solvent cleaning operation outside of a solvent cleaning machine during the production, repair, maintenance, or servicing of parts, products, tools, machinery, equipment, or in general work areas at any stationary source.

B. Exemptions

Except as otherwise specifically provided herein, the provisions of this rule shall not apply to the following:

[. . .]

6. Any equipment or operation that is subject to or specifically exempted by any of the following District rules.

   a. Rule 325, Crude Oil Production and Separation.
   c. Rule 330, Surface Coating of Metal Parts and Products.
   d. Rule 337, Surface Coating of Aircraft or Aerospace Vehicle Parts and Products Components.
   g. Rule 344, Petroleum Sumps, Pits and Well Cellars.
   h. Rule 349, Polyester Resin Operations.
   i. Rule 351, Surface Coating of Wood Products.
   j. Rule 353, Adhesives and Sealants.
   k. Rule 354, Graphic Arts.

Notwithstanding this exemption, the applicable Rule 321 requirements apply if a rule for any above process specifies a solvent cleaning machine shall comply with the applicable provisions of Rule 321.

[. . .]